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Leftist wins Mexican election
López Obrador’s victory
raises hopes for social
programs, less violence
By AZAM AHMED
AND PAULINA VILLEGAS
NEW YORK TIMES

MEXICO CITY — Riding a
wave of populist anger fueled
by rampant corruption and violence, the leftist Andrés Manuel López Obrador was elected

president of Mexico on Sunday,
in a landslide victory that upended the nation’s political establishment and handed him a
sweeping mandate to reshape
the country.
López Obrador’s win puts
a leftist leader at the helm of
Latin America’s second largest
economy for the first time in decades, a prospect that has filled
millions of Mexicans with hope
— and the nation’s elites with
trepidation.

address Mexico’s enThe outcome repdemic poverty — were
resents a clear rejection
immensely popular with
of the status quo in the
voters, but they come
nation, which for the
with questions he and
past quarter century
his new government
has been defined by a
may struggle to answer.
centrist vision and an
How he will pay for
embrace of globalizahis ambitious slate of
tion that many MexiAndres Manuel
social programs withcans feel has not served
López Obrador
out overspending and
them.
The core promises of López harming the economy? How
Obrador’s campaign — to end will he rid the government of
corruption, reduce violence and bad actors when some of those
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same people were a part of his
campaign? Can he make a dent
in the unyielding violence of
the drug war, which left Mexico
with more homicides in the past
year than any time in the past
two decades?
And how will López Obrador,
a firebrand with a tendency to
dismiss his critics in the media
and elsewhere, govern?
In the end, the nation’s desire
TURN TO MEXICAN » PAGE A2

Police:
Shooter
plotted
attack
Rincon Valley slaying
suspect dies without
regaining consciousness
By LORI A. CARTER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Fernando Garcia of R and R Framing works on a house being built by APM Homes in the Coffey Park area of Santa Rosa on Tuesday.

ABOUT
THE SERIES

By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

he morning sun had risen nearly to
the top of three burned trees when
Samuel Garcia began framing the
wall for a new home in Coffey Park.
The mustachioed Garcia, wearing a softbrimmed hat and suspenders that held up
his carpenter tool belt, methodically lined
up 2-by-6 boards atop a covered subfloor.
At each joint, his nail gun fired three
times. When he needed leverage drawing
two boards tightly together, he partially
sank a nail in one and then grabbed it with
a cat’s paw, a small bar with a V-shaped
cleft used for prying nailheads.
After less than 20 minutes, the midTURN TO COFFEY PARK » PAGE A2

As part of an ongoing
series, The Press Democrat is following the
residents and recovery
of Coffey Park, the Santa
Rosa neighborhood
destroyed by the Tubbs
fire. Read all of the
stories online at
pressdemocrat.com
Fernando Garcia
of R and R Framing
works on a house
being built by APM
Homes in the Coffey
Park area of Santa
Rosa on Tuesday.

A man suspected of shooting
to death a Rincon Valley man
and injuring his own son and
grandson at neighborhood dinner party a week ago died Saturday night, just as police were
unraveling what led the man to
carry out his deadly plan.
Walter Ross, 65, of Colorado
Springs, Colorado, shot himself
in the head as officers were approaching the chaotic scene at
his son’s Garfield Park Avenue
home the evening of June 24,
Santa Rosa police said. He never regained consciousness and
thus was never able to provide
a statement to the investigators.
He died Saturday evening at
Stanford University Medical
Center, Santa Rosa Police Lt.
John Cregan said.
Ross fatally shot Timothy Gillaspie, 43, who confronted Ross
at the front door, trying to keep
him from entering the northeast
Santa Rosa home, police said.
Ross barged in, looking for his
estranged wife, who lived at the
home but wasn’t there.
Gillaspie’s actions bought
just enough time for others
in the house to flee or hide as
Ross came inside and continued
shooting a .357 revolver and a
9mm semi-automatic handgun
he apparently brought with him
when he drove from Colorado,
police said.
One woman hid in the bathroom and called 911 as the rest
of the group of four children
and three adults fled through a
garage side door and the backyard.
He shot his 41-year-old son
twice in the legs and a bullet
TURN TO SHOOTER » PAGE C2
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Collins draws line at Roe ‘hostility’
Republican senator says
high-court nominee must
respect abortion ruling
By NICHOLAS FANDOS
AND EMILY COCHRANE
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — Sen. Susan
Collins, R-Maine, a moderate
whose vote could prove decisive
in filling the Supreme Court’s
vacant seat, said Sunday that
she would not vote for a nominee who showed “hostility” to-

the senator said such a
ward Roe v. Wade, the
decision “would mean
landmark 1973 decision
to me their judicial phiestablishing a constitulosophy did not include
tional right to abortion.
a respect for established
“A candidate for this
decisions,
established
important position who
law.”
would overturn Roe v.
“And I believe that
Wade would not be acthat is the very importceptable to me, because
Susan Collins
ant fundamental tenet
that would indicate an
of our judicial system,
activist agenda that I
don’t want to see a judge have,” which, as Chief Justice Roberts
Collins said on ABC’s “This says, helps to promote stability
and evenhandedness,” she addWeek.”
In another interview Sunday, ed, referring to John G. Roberts
on CNN’s “State of the Union,” Jr., the court’s chief justice.

The remarks appeared to edge
beyond the position that Collins
staked out in conversations with
reporters last week, when she
made clear that she saw Roe v.
Wade as a precedent that should
not be overturned. She had not
said explicitly that the view
could sway her vote.
Still, liberals dismissed her
position as “flimsy.” A longtime
target for conservatives, abortion rights and the court’s liberal decision in Roe v. Wade have
TURN TO COLLINS » PAGE A6
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